
M iscellanea and Editor's Notes

The Keswick brothers Mr Hankinson's article on the brothers Abraham is a worthy
tribute to these pioneer cragsmen and photographers.

There are a few minor points of photographic practice where comment is permissible.
The focussing cloth was not really necessary to exclude light from the plate, which was
contained in a light-tight dark slide, but it was necessary to make the image on the
ground glass visible. I must accept Mr Hankinson's statement that Orthochromatic mate
rial was used, though the results suggest to me the blue sensitive 'ordinary' material of
the period. Other things being equal, such material gives lower contrast than ortho or
pan. I will not elaborate other points, since this is the Alpine and not the Photographic
journal.

Whilst agreeing generally with the author's assessment of the preference of climbers for
privacy, the books of the Abrahams were welcomed and generously reviewed in the A]
during the early years of the century. But it was a plain speaking age, and reference was
sometimes made to their photographs being tilted and faked. As to the former, the
reviewer of' Rock-climbing in North Wales' amiably said 'if the average climber ... caring
more for honesty than art ... does not like a climbing scene, what can be simpler than
to hold the book at some 20° to 30° out of the perpendicular.' As to the latter, I think
the word faking was intended to mean posed. This was essential, for the time of genuine
acrion photographs had not come.

The finest example of this work is the photograph of Scafell Central Buttress, which was
published in the 1914 'Fell & Rock journal'. A recent copy of it was in one of the
modern commercial magazines. A climber is apparently ascending the Flake Crack. What
actually happened was that the party ascended Keswick Brothers climb, and easily
reached the top of the Flake via the Little Botterill. C. F. Holland was then lowered down
to the top bit of the Flake to be photographed. I climbed with him about 20 years later,
and it was he who told me the story.

Where I must disagree with Mr Hankinson is in his reference to 'the grey and blurred and
ill-composed shots which appeared in club journals ... ' If he will look at the illustrations
in the Aj during the years 1900-14, and indeed later, he will find splendid reproductions
of photographs by many members, which are far better than anything produced by the
Abrahams in the Alps or Dolomites. I mentioned some names in my article 'A Century of
Mountain Photography', in the 1957 A], and some of the old photographs with dates,
are in that journal.

Before 1900 half tone reproduction was rather poor, but the illustrations to 'Rock-climb
ing in the English Lake District' were by the Collotype process, which could only be used
for a limited printing.

In sum, therefore, the work of the brothers in photography of rock climbers was unique,
and their fame in that limited field is secure. C. Douglas Milner

Intervisibility Further to your note about intervisibility on p 275 of A] 79, with special
reference to Kenya and Kilimanjaro, it is not unusual to see Kibo from Mount Kenya. I
myself have seen the dome of Kibo (19,390 ft) from Pt Lenana (16,355 ft) or there
abouts on 2 occasions, 11 December 1966 and 27 February 1967 and I am sure that
other correspondents will be able to report as much. The clear mornings of the Southern
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hemisphere 'summer' (November-March) make it more likely to have this view than the
mistier days of the Southern 'winter'. The distance from Kenya to Kibo is almost exactly
200 miles in a straight line. It is doubtful if Kenya is so readily visible from Kibo since
the peaks would not form such a prominent part of the horizon as the dome of Kibo.

An even more remarkable view was seen from the 'Elephant' (approx 11,000 ft) the
southernmost outlier of the Aberdares at dawn on 8 October 1967, when Kibo was
distinctly visible 175 miles to the SSE and the peaks of Kenya across the 'mer de brouil
lard' 55 miles to the NE; both mountains are of course visible from high buildings in
Nairobi on a c1\=ar day.

But views across the N Italian plain might well be of the same or even greater intervisi-
bility distance, eg Monte Viso to Order is also 200 miles. Edward Peck

Extra-terrestrial mountaineering Lunar altitudes, in the absence of a sea level, are
measured relative to a reference sphere of radius 1,738,000 m or 5,702,100 ft or
1079.9431 miles. Thus of the 12 humans (all US astronauts) to land on the Moon the 2
who established the lunar altitude record have been the crew of Orion, the lunar
module of the Apollo 16 mission, Capt John Waiter Young USN and Major Charles M.
Duke Jr. They landed on the Descartes Highlands at an elevation of 7830 m or 25,688 ft
on 22 April 1972. The nearest equivalent elevation on Earth would be Masherbrum E
(25,660 feet) the Karakoram peak, which ranks as the 25th highest mundane mountain.

It is Mars however wh ich has the highest extra-terrestrial mountain yet identified in Nix
Olympica. This towers 78,000 ft (23,775 m) above its surrounding 'terrain'. It is legiti
mate to wonder if the first man to reach its summit is yet born. It is however less un
certain that whoever first stands on its rim is most unlikely to be a mountaineer in the
earthly sense of that term. Norris D. McWhirter

The Abominable Snowman At last I have discovered the identity of this creature. He is
the fiend, created by Frankenstein, in Mary Shelley's classic thriller. Let me quote:
'Amidst the wilds of Tartary and Russia, although he still evaded me, I have followed his
track. Sometimes the peasants, scared by this horrid apparition, informed me of his path;
sometimes he himself, who feared that if I lost trace of him I should despair and die, left
some mark to guide me. The snows descended on my head, and I saw the print of his
huge step on the white plain'. Charles Warren

The height of Mount Everest 'Mount Jolmo Lungma (sic) is getting higher' reports
'China Pictorial'. This information can only be deduced from the known continued
movement of the Indian sub-continent, which is the tectonic force responsible for build
ing the Himalayan chain. The changes are very small and are unlikely to be noticeable
within a human life span.

University reading parties were the subject of a short note in 'The Times-Higher E9u
cation Supplement'. The Chalet des Anglais above the Col de Voza built by David
Urquhart in 1864, has been accommodating parties from Oxford since 1891 and still
continues to do so. The University reading party played a prominent role in the founding
of climbing in Britain. W. P. Haskett Smith, when asked to organise such a party, chose
on the map of Cumberland 'a sombre region thronged with portentous shadows' and
thus hit on Wasdale Head. His meeting there with F. H. Bowring and its outcome are well
known to students of British climbing history.

The Himalaya and power politics A leading article in the 'Daily Telegraph' draws atten
tion to the increasing involvement of the Himalayan countries in the power struggles
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between China and the India/Russia axis. The Chinese view is said to be that the tra
ditional and customary line of the boundary between China and India runs inlthe E
section along the S foot of the Himalaya. Under the circumstances, with China already in
control of Tibet, the future of Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, Assam and so on, may well one
day be in jeopardy. The effects on mountaineering, though trivial alongside the tremen
dous human problems involved, will of course be profound.

Queues on the Matterhorn During August the 'Daily Telegraph' reported at length on
the sad deterioration of the Matterhorn. On one occasion 160 people were waiting to get
on to 'the narrow ridge which forms the roof of the mountain'; 'there is only room for
40 at a time', said an expert guide. Sixty percent of climbers would never reach the
summit at all, said another, were it not for the permanent ropes and iron railings at the
most difficult points on the upper shoulder.

The slopes of the mountain, says the report, resemble an open cess-pit, giving off un
pleasant odours, so that a chemical lavatory had to be installed at the Solvay Hut. During
anti-pollution drive volunteers collected 1800 lOO-litre sacks of rubbish from the
slopes round Zermatt.

Semantics Many of our misunderstandings, our apparent controversies, arise from the
overworking of the word 'mountaineering', which is used to describe too wide a range of
human endeavour. Traditionally mountaineering was concerned with the ascent of
mountains by natural routes, natural because they followed lines which were easier and
less exposed to dangers than their surroundings. In the course of time the sport extended
to embrace climbing purely for pleasure wherever it could be found amid natural sur
roundings. Modern 'mountaineering' has expanded far beyond these simple restrictions.
Its exponents vie with one another rather than with the mountain. Their routes, such as
the direttissima,_are often made with no regard for the structure of the mountain, and
where holds do not occur they are fashioned and remain for all time. The possibility of
disaster is accepted as part of the price.

Why attempt any longer to cram all this into the confines of one portmanteau word,
when it would fit much better into 2? If there were different names there would be
much less reason to make comparisons between devotees of one and devotees of the'
other. We would then be recognising that these are 2 different sports carried out in
different parts of the same arena, having some points of contact, possibily some inter
change of personnel and some similarity in equipment, but with different objectives and
stan'dards and with diverging literatures. Traditional mountaineering has every claim of
priority, usage and so forth to the use of the basic word 'mountaineering'; the Hon
E<Qtor would be interested to print suggestions for a name for the other.

Artificial snow Lack of natural snow is no longer a disaster at the French Ski resort of
Flaine, where a snow-making machine is now used to make up the deficiency. The instal
lation cost £300,000; huge atomisers operated by a 2000 hp power plant produce a
mixture of air and ice, which is fired from 'snow guns' on to the slopes.
How long now before enterprise extends the application of these techniques? A typical
chalk quarry, eyed longingly by several past generations of rock climbers, sprayed now
with this SOrt of machine, could be converted to a mixed snow and ice face of revolting
quantity and difficulty-a challenge of real appeal to the devoted educationalist.

Snow machines are commonplace in America. The Winter Olympics can be held at Lake
Placid, we are told, even if no snow falls at all.

'British Alpinists in the Tatra' Our good friend Andrzej Kus, the author of the above
article in our last issue (AJ 79153), has pointed out that the name of a traveller in the
Tatra mentioned therein should be Robert Townson and not Townshend. The spelling
was correct in his MS, but was changed here due to an editorial misunderstanding, for
which I apologise.
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Controversy My aim in this section of the journal is to stimulate either informed com
ment or to trigger discussion between mountaineers on subjects which may prove inter
estingly controversial. So far the results are disappointing. Only one reply has come in,
for example, on the subject of intervisibility between points on the earth's surface; there
has been no comment at all on resort or road building or other pollutions, no views on
the menace of elitism.

In a world where rudeness and crudity often seem to surplant reasoned argument in
controversial matters, much that is of considerable potential interest is likely to remain
unsaid. But this is the journal of a premier mountaineering club; the views of its mem
bers form a valuable addition to the store of mountain knowledge. Since contributors are
judged on the quality of their ideas, without any need to be abrasive or outspoken with
an eye on future commissions, surely some can be persuaded to write. Otherwise it will
look as though the AC has nothing to say concerning matters of the moment.

Changes to the Journal As with all other aspects of our lives, rising prices have enforced
modifications to the style of the Journal in order to keep the costs within reasonable
bounds. Since the modern style of the journal was introduced in 1969 it has been found
necessary each year either to raise the price or to reduce the number of pages. In an
endeavour to arrest this process I have now taken the plunge and converted the style
completely; off-set litho has replaced letterpress; the lines are unjustified and the range
of print types has been reduced. There is no longer a separate dust-jacket; the distinctive
design of this is now incorporated in a somewhat thicker cover.

91 Snow-making machine at Flaine. Photo: French Government Tourist Office
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Other money-saving features which have been introduced, almost unnoticed, during the
last few years, are the withdrawal of reprints for authors and the abandonment of maps
which have to be 'tipped in'. Exciting innovations, which I would have liked to see, such
as colour pictures, a square format (to do the same justice to horizontal pictures as to
vertical) and so on, have never left the drawing board.

Along with all these changes every effort is being made to preserve the overall quality of
the publication and particularly of the illustrations. If it should prove that the sacrifices
have been too great then some compromise will be sought in future years.

Editor's Acknowledgements I should like to express my gratitude to everyone who
contributed to the material for this volume. Some are named alongside the text or pic
tures for which they are responsible; others who labour in the background without
achieving such recognition in the end are nevertheless not forgotten. The fact that some
of the most stalwart helpers are not members of this Club is a sad feature. Is there any
where among our circle of members some potential assistant who hesitates to push
himself forward? I would gladly welcome more than one such into the Editorial circles,
because there are still many jobs which could be much more efficiently done.

92 The 'Sunday Telegraph' comments on the financing of Everest, 1975. Reproduced
from 'Sunday Telegraph'
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